Our research investigates a case-based approach to plan recognition using incomplete incrementallylearned plan libraries. To learn plan libraries, one must be able to process novel input. Retrieval based on similarities among concrete planning situations rather than among planning actions enables recognition despite the occurrence of newly observed planning actions and states. In addition we explore the benefits of predictions using a measure that we call abstract similarity. Abstract similarity is used when a concrete state maps to no known abstract state. Instead a search is performed for nearby abstract states based on a nearest neighbor technique. Such a retrieval scheme enables accurate prediction in light of extremely novel observed situations. The properties of retrieval in abstract state-spaces are investigated in three standard planning domains. We first determine optimal radii to use that determines a spherical sub-hyperspace that limits the search. Then experimental results show that significant improvements in the recognition process is obtained using abstract similarity.
Introduction
Plan recognition is intent inference from current observed behavior, given a series of old observations. Traditional plan recognition algorithms (e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4] ) all assume a complete plan library containing all possible plans, so performance under novel situations is not an issue by definition. Yet many problems exist for this approach including the burden imposed upon the knowledge engineer to enumerate all possible plans of large domains and the fact that many theoretically possible plans are extraneous [4] . Our research explores a case-based approach to plan recognition using incrementally learned plan libraries (i.e., case libraries) instead. Starting with an empty library, the plan recognition process must necessarily understand novel input to form the basis of understanding future input. This research incorporates casebased reasoning (CBR) and state abstraction with plan recognition in a novel manner to handle unknown situations. Using abstraction a case-based recognizer (i.e., observing agent) can predict the behavior of an observed agent, because it uses the current situation to map to an abstract state that indexes all old cases sharing this abstract relationship. It then uses a selected old case for prediction and interpretation. This provides robustness in the face of novel actions and novel states. However this ability depends upon the past plan 1 having a state that maps to the same abstract condition to which the currently observed state maps. When no past plan exists in the case library that contains such a state, the approach is unable to make an informed prediction as to the next action the observed agent will perform. Although the details of case creation is shown elsewhere (see [5] and [6] ), in this paper we report a new approach based upon nearest-neighbor techniques that allows a past case to be found under such circumstances.
Rather than solve every problem from scratch, case-based reasoning [7, 8, 9] uses past experience in 1 . Observed agents are assumed to be acting in service of their goals, and therefore, the actions they perform constitute a plan to achieve such goals. Cases are simply records of past plans used by the observed agent.
the form of previously solved problems to solve new problems that share similar situations. The classical CBR process is to retrieve an old but similar case, adapt the old solution to fit the new circumstances, apply and evaluate the solution, and then store the new solution if sufficiently different from known solutions. Likewise in our approach to plan recognition, indexing and retrieval of past plans are based on recalling the previously observed situations (i.e., states) that are the most similar to the current situation at hand, and then using past similar situations to determine the observed agent's current course of action.
In contrast traditional recognition systems search for matching planning actions in a set of stored plans. These plans are simply sequences of actions represented as operators such as stack(BlockA BlockB) whose executions will transform an initial state of a given problem into a goal state. To use the case-based approach, however, the plans must contain the intermediate states between actions to provide matching situations. Therefore we represent plans as a sequence of action-state pairs [10] that begins with the null operator paired with the initial state and ends with the final operator linked with the goal state. As a consequence, our approach enables the observing agent to reason about novel planning actions. After executing a novel action, the observed agent may be in a world state that is similar to some previously observed state. The observer can then refer to the agent's previous behavior in similar past situations in order to infer its future intentions. Traditional plan recognition systems will have no match to novel actions, and thus they will not be able to continue.
Although the planning situations represented by the states of the environment are useful as indices for recognition, their practical use is limited due to potentially large state-spaces in complex domains. We cope with this complexity by utilizing a multiple-level indexing scheme that enables efficient retrieval of past plans. World states, represented as collections of ground literals, can be abstracted into non-negative integer vectors by counting the number of occurrences of type-generalized predicates in a single state and by placing the counted sum in the appropriate dimension. Fig. 1 Abstract states are employed as the first level of indexing, because many concrete states may share the identical abstract representation [10] . Given this property an observing agent can find old concrete states (and thus old plans) that match at the abstract level even though the current concrete state is novel. Serving as a second level of indexing, a pseudo-isomorphic equivalence relation [6] provides a natural partitioning of bin members into disjoint equivalence classes. In brief this relation is obtained by transforming the concrete states into a directed hyper-graph representation such that each no-argument predicate (i.e., proposition) and each object in the state form the vertices. Reflexive arcs correspond to unary predicates, edges between two vertices correspond to binary predicates, and hyper-edges correspond to all other predicates. For each vertex, the equivalence-relation algorithm generates a set of connection strings [6] for all incoming and outgoing edges. For the example state of fig. 1 , the vertex representing block C has two such strings. Because of the ear representing (on-table C), the algorithm produces "on-table1." Due to the edge from vertex C to D labelled on, the algorithm produces "on2." The numeral 1 represents an outgoing edge, and 2 represents an incoming edge. The complete connection string is then "on2on-table1." Finally strings for each graph are sorted and then compared with each other. If all strings match, the pseudo-isomorphism relation exists. The algorithm guarantees that if two string sets do not match, then their corresponding states are not truly isomorphic, thus providing a consistent partitioning for use as an index. If they do match, they may or may not be isomorphic. However the algorithm is linear in the sum of the number of vertices and edges, whereas computing actual isomorphism is suspected to be in the complexity class NPI.
Now given the currently observed planning situation, the observing agent transforms it into an abstract representation, locates the matched bin and appropriate equivalence class, and retrieves all past situations from the matched equivalence class. The observer will then retrieve all previous cases containing the matched past situations via the state pointers into the plan library (see fig. 2 ). These past cases may then be utilized to infer the planner's current intent. Selection of a particular case to use for inference is determined randomly or by frequency (the selection criterion used in this paper). Although many heuristics might be used to improve upon such knowledge poor criteria including weighting particular vector dimensions, we leave this for future research. We distinguish between two types of intent. Local intent refers to what the agent intends to do next (i.e., it next action) in its plan; whereas global intent refers to what overall state of affairs (i.e., its final goal state) the agent wants to achieve with the plan. These two types of intent correspond to what Grosz and colleagues called intention-to and intention-that [11] . Past experimental results show the effectiveness of the retrieval scheme based on situational reminding and multiple indexing levels in recognition with incomplete plan libraries [6] . In this paper we explore plan recognition performance using both types of intent prediction as measurement criteria.
The indexing scheme described above enables the observing agent to reason in light of novel planning actions and states. Upon execution of a novel action, the observed planning agent may reach a situation that is the same as or very similar to some previously observed situation. Past plans containing the situation state may then be used to predict the planner's intent (i.e., next action or final goals), although the currently observed action was a completely new one. The indexing scheme will likewise enable recognition and prediction when the currently observed situation is novel, provided that its abstract representation can be found in the abstract state-space (i.e., maps to an existing bin). As a local intent example, when a newly observed state has the blocksworld hand holding block A with B on the table and has D stacked on C (which is similar to the intermediate state of the example above), a case-based plan recognition system should predict that A will be placed on block B (by appropriately adapting a 1,3 of plan P 1 ).
However, retrieval failure occurs when a completely novel abstract state is observed. For example the recognizer may observe all four blocks on the table (which maps to [1 4 4 0 0] and therefore no existing bin). This failure reduces performance, because the system will be unable to make a prediction. It could however make a prediction (e.g., that a pick up action may occur next) if it could recognize that the new state is "close" to another (e.g., the initial state's abstract representation of as 1 = [1 3 3 0 1] 2 from fig. 1 ).
Using such closeness judgements, in terms of what we call abstract similarity, to improve the prediction accuracy of plan recognition represents the major contribution of this paper.
In [9] and [10] , detailed explanations exist for the representations and algorithms that constitute the core recognition processes outlined here by the introduction. In the remainder of this paper, we describe an extension of the retrieval scheme that enables recognition in light of novel abstract situations. The system utilizes retrieval based on the similarity in the abstract state-space. Because the abstract states are non-negative integer vectors, a similarity metric using a nearest neighbor algorithm is a natural choice.
The next section discusses situation similarity-assessment at the abstract level in more detail, while the following section illustrates experimental evaluations of this technique on three planning domains.
Abstraction and Similarity
In general two types of similarity exist in our framework. When two different concrete states share an abstract representation, we say that they have concrete similarity. Thus when two concrete states appear in separate bins, they are concretely dissimilar. However, if the two bins are within close proximity to each other relative to other bins, we say they share abstract similarity. The criterion that determines proximity is a nearest neighbor function in the abstract search space. 3 As mentioned in the previous section, 2.Euclidean distance between two points, and , is measured as , so the distance to the new observation is as opposed to and for as 2 and as 3 respectively.
3.Although many methods exist in the machine learning and CBR communities that do a more efficient job at estimating similarity, we use nearest neighbor because of its conceptual simplicity. Alternatives such as fuzzifying the distance rather than discretizing it would allow more bins to contribute to plan recognition, but here we wish to merely establish the efficacy and appropriateness of abstract similarity within our framework rather than to optimize is application.
each bin is located as a point in an abstract space represented by its abstract feature vector. In this manner we can set a sphere within the abstract space at a given radius and define abstractly similar points to be within this sub-space. To try to use a nearest neighbor approach directly in the concrete space is prohibitively expensive because of the large vector size for concrete points, but in the abstract space we need only calculate distances for all points in the sphere rather than all points in the abstract space.
Upon observation of an execution of some action, the action along with the current state reached after the action application are received by the observer. The observer then searches for a similar past plan with which to interpret the observation. Interpretation consists of being able to predict the global and local intentions of the observed. For each of these types of intentions, the system makes two types of predic-
tions. An abstract prediction provides the intention at the abstract space (e.g., pickup(BLOCK)), whereas a concrete prediction provides a fully instantiated intention with ground literals (e.g., pickup(BlockC)).
Prediction is possible by adapting the next intention of the past plan, and adaptation is accomplished by changing the object arguments of the past actions or state predicates to objects mapped into the current state. The subsequent observation provides the action with which to evaluate local intention (the predicted action), and the last observation of the input sequence provides the state with which to evaluate global intention (the predicted final or goal state). A crucial part of this process is finding a suitably similar past sequence of observations.
To find this past sequence, the currently observed state is linearly transformed into its abstract representation, and the observer attempts to locate a bin that contains the abstract point. This is a search for concrete similarity. In case of a successful match at this level, the retrieval process focuses on the found bin. The observer subsequently searches the bin to find an equivalence class that matches the state. If the current state is a member of an existing equivalence class, past cases containing situations from the matched equivalence class are retrieved from the library via the state pointers (see fig. 2 ). We call this a match at the class level. If the current state is not a member, a new equivalence class is created in the matched bin, and the newly observed state is stored in the created equivalence class. We call this a match at the bin level. After such matches, the observing agent retrieves past cases pointed to by all of the concrete situations in the matched bin. Although an equivalence class-level match is more focused than a match at only the bin level, the latter type of a match is still very useful. The abstract indexing scheme guarantees that all states in a single bin are concretely similar, because they all share an identical abstract representation.
To understand better the difference between these two types of matches, we return to the example using plan P 1 from the introduction. The observer is not able to find matches, however, when the currently observed planning situation has a novel abstract representation. Match failure at the level of abstract states indicates presence of a newly observed abstract state and prevents the observer from finding any concretely similar past situations to guide the recognition process. Instead of attempting to find an exact match at the abstract state level, the observer will attempt to find other abstract states that are similar to the abstract representation of the currently observed planning situation. Because abstract states are non-negative integer vectors, a nearestneighbor similarity metric can be used to locate similar states in the abstract state-space. Once such similar abstract states are found, the observer may be able to use past situations from similar bins to infer the planner's current intent. is stored. By using the nearest-neighbor similarity metric, the observer then locates all abstract states whose distance from the newly observed abstract state is less than or equal to a specified radius. Fig. 3 shows an example in which two similar abstract states are found at distances da1 and da2 in the abstract state-space within the specified maximum distance of R. These states point to bins d and v that contain past situations at distances d1 and d2. 4 All concrete states contained in these bins are then collected, and the most frequent state is chosen. A random case containing that state provides the guidance for local intent (i.e., next action) prediction. 4 .In contrast to da1 and da2, it is impractical to actually compute d1 and d2, because the concrete hyperspace points would consist of bit vectors of length equal to the number of possible predicates in the concrete state space.
For global intent (i.e., final goal) prediction the performance procedure is somewhat different. A simple global prediction strategy is to choose the goal of the very plan that was used to predict the next action of the planner. Experimental evaluations of such an approach have shown that it achieves very limited success. A better global prediction strategy is to choose the global prediction independently of the local prediction, instead of relying on a single past case chosen for the local prediction. The idea is that the observer keeps track of most frequently pursued goals in every observed situation that is updated after observation of each action-state pair. Given the current situation and the plans retrieved from the library based on the current situation, the observer checks whether goals from the retrieved plans are among the most frequently pursued goals in the current situations. If so, these plans are more likely to be pursued than the plans whose goals do not appear as the most frequently pursued goals in the current situation.
The success of the abstract similarity measure depends upon the applicability of the planner's past intentions to guide the current recognition process. Past planning actions may not even be applicable in the current planning situation. Consequently, predictions based on the abstract similarity metric are less likely to be correct than predictions based on an exact match at the level of abstract states (i.e., based on concrete similarity). This is especially the case when the radius for the abstract similarity measure is large and the nearest neighbor scheme retrieves a large number of bins that fall within the specified maximum distance. Nevertheless, some of these predictions may be correct and therefore improve the overall prediction accuracy of the observer.
Empirical Results
To investigate the characteristics of the retrieval strategy based on abstract similarity, we investigated the performance of our plan recognition implementation with and without the similarity measure. We focused our evaluations on plans in the logistics (i.e., package delivery) domain [12] and the extended-STRIPS [13, 14, 15] robot domain. We examined two variations of the extended-STRIPS domain. In the ex-STRIPS variation we allowed problems having multiple top-level goals; whereas in ex-STRIPS-OG, all problems had but one top-level goal (hence the OG). We created a planning problem generator to produce large sets of random problems and then solved these problems to produce plans that constituted the observed agent's actions and thus the input for the observing agent. These plans are obtained from executions of the PRODIGY [13, 16] state-space nonlinear planner on the problem sets. The execution cycle of the planner was modified to monitor and report the intermediate planning states along with the executed planning actions. The recognition process was executed on a large scale with about 50,000 observed planning steps for the logistics domain and approximately 11,000 and 17,000 steps for the two ex-STRIPS domains. See [5] for technical details concerning the problem generator and the modifications to PROD-IGY. Fig. 4 shows a logarithmic plot of the average number of past concrete states that are found in retrieved bins for each retrieval step based on a match in the abstract state-space. Although the implementation allows the user to choose between a Euclidian and a city-block (Manhattan) distance measure, these evaluations illustrate the nearest neighbor similarity metric with the Euclidian distance measure.
The results obtained with the city-block distance measure are very similar to evaluations presented here.
The x-axis depicts different radii that represent the maximum allowable distance value at which two abstract states are considered to be similar. Notice that because abstract feature vectors consist of nonnegative integers, the figures in this subsection show evaluations that consider all possible distance intervals between and 3 inclusively as well as several radii at larger distances (4 through 6, as indicated on the x-axis of the figures in this subsection). 5 5.Radius 1 is not used, because for any N-vector, only 2N points will exist within the sphere. That is only one dimension can differ between the reference point and any other point within a ball with radius one, and the dimension can differ only by .
2 Figure 4 . Logarithmic plot for average numbers of past concrete states from bin matches within a specified radius of the nearest neighbor based retrieval in the abstract state-space. Fig. 4 clearly shows that as the radius increases, so does the average number of past states found after retrieval in the abstract state-space. When the number of past concrete states within the sphere is large, the observer will have to consider a very large number of past plans. Therefore, this large size of matches may negatively impact the efficiency of the observing agent. The issue then is to determine experimentally what radius will produce the best increase in performance.
The overall benefits of retrieval based on abstract similarity can be observed in fig. 5 and fig. 6 . They show the percentages of overall increase in local prediction accuracies at both levels of abstraction with respect to retrieval without abstract similarity. We evaluated the nearest neighbor scheme with the Euclidian distance measure. Evaluations span across several radii for a sphere around a domain's feature vector representing the maximum allowable distance at which similar abstract states may be located. For the logistics domain, a radius of 1.8 produces the best performance for both abstract and concrete predictions.
In both of the extended STRIPS domains, a radius of 1.5 proves best. Finally by comparing figs. 5 and 6 with figs. 7 and 8 we see a noticeable trend in the data. Local predictions benefit more from our method at the abstract prediction level than at the concrete prediction level. Whereas with global predictions the trends are reversed. The improvements in accuracy occur highest at the concrete prediction level. One reason for this difference is that global goal predictions must specify the entire state, not just a predicate expression. Thus the space of possibilities is huge. For global predictions the actual accuracy ratings are small, and although the absolute change of performance is roughly the same for both concrete and abstract global prediction, the relative difference is far greater at the concrete level (see Table 1 , below).
Figs. 9, 10, and 11 show comparisons of local prediction accuracies with and without retrieval based on the abstract similarity. The figures depict cumulative accuracies throughout the incremental establishment of the case library beginning with no past plans and provide base-line performance numbers to compare against. They show both abstract and concrete predictions using the best performing nearestneighbor radii. That is, the logistics domain uses a radius of 1.8, whereas both extended STRIPS domain variations use 1.5. We can see that in each case utilization of abstract similarity results in increased prediction accuracies.
The ex-STRIPS problem set shows largest improvements at the level of both abstract and concrete action predictions. The smallest (although statistically significant given the large number of observations) improvements in local prediction accuracies occur in the logistics problem set ( fig. 9 ). The logistics problem set is characterized by a relatively small abstract state-space and a steady-state recognition behavior in the long run. Therefore, the observer rarely has the need to search the abstract state-space for matches, because novel abstract situations are seldom observed as recognition reaches the steady state. Contrastingly, the ex-STRIPS problem set has the largest rate of creation of new bins, so the observer often encounters a situation with a novel abstract representation. Thus a number of retrieval attempts in the abstract state-space in the ex-STRIPS problem set is much greater than the corresponding number in the logistics problem set. Because the observer attempts more retrievals in the abstract state-space in the ex-STRIPS problem set, it also has more chances to make correct predictions in this problem set than in the other two problem sets.
The plots for global predictions (not shown here) are very similar in shape compared to the plots of local predictions above. The heights of the curves are different however. The final accuracies after all observations (i.e., those at the extreme value along the x-axis) for each domain are as shown in Table 1 :
The three domains we used for evaluation purposes have quite different characteristics. The logistics domain is characterized by a smaller abstract state-space than ex-STRIPS, because it consistently generates a fewer number of bins for the three domain sets. This results in a smaller number of retrievals based on the nearest neighbor similarity metric in the logistics domain. While the recognition process reaches a steady-state behavior in the logistics domain, it fails to do so in the ex-STRIPS domain, due to a high rate of observation of new abstract states even after 11,000 observed planning steps. A larger number of observed planning steps in the logistics domain, shown in the left column of fig. 4 , is also an important factor for achieving the steady state behavior in this domain.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented an extension to the case-based plan recognition scheme with incomplete plan libraries. The CBR methodology employs a retrieval mechanism based on similarity among planning situations represented by the states of the planner's environment. This is opposed to traditional plan recog- nition algorithms that employ matching of agent actions. Our extension utilizes a nearest neighbor similarity metric that enables retrieval in an abstract state-space. This retrieval using abstract similarity occurs when the current planning situation being observed has a novel abstract representation. Although evaluations show that the retrieval based on partial matches in the abstract state-space is effective, the degree of effectiveness depends on the state space characteristics of a given domain and the radius of the subspace defining similarity. The results presented in this paper indicate that retrieval in the abstract space is more effective in planning domains with large abstract state-spaces where steady-state recognition behavior is not reached quickly. Through empirical investigation, we showed that radii between 1.5 and 2.5 perform best across domains and prediction types (i.e., concrete versus abstract and local versus global). Our prediction is that this range of numbers will remain optimal given any domain. Future research efforts will investigate nearest-neighbor case-based retrieval in planning domains with different state-space characteristics to confirm this.
Many potential applications of our representations and plan recognition techniques exist. For example Fagan and Cunningham [17] have developed an intelligent version of the game Space Invaders based directly on our research. These methods enable their system to predict the actions of a user's opponents by learning a case-based plan library and retrieving old plans. More generally if a given domain can be represented within a state-space using traditional planning operators, then case-based plan recognition can lead to predictable behavior with a tractable implementation. The scalability of our approach is certainly established, given that we use more than 60,000 observations in the logistics domain alone.
Another interesting application we foresee is found in mixed-initiative intelligent systems (see for example [18] ) that integrate the user as an active participant in decision making. Here events produced by the human user act as actions that change the state of the interface. Thus tutoring and intelligent help systems could better model the user and know when to intervene to provide help or information.
The current implementation of case-based plan recognition adds new bins, equivalence classes, and plans to the case-base throughout the recognition process. However, this limits performance, because bins will eventually become saturated so that the complexity of search is no longer controlled by our indexing techniques. We believe that once the prediction rate achieves asymptote, the incremental development of the case base (i.e., learning) should stop. An interesting approach to determining when a case-base is sufficiently populated is to halt the learning when the system rarely has to use abstract similarity. Computational experiments in the future may reveal a sufficient threshold to use in arbitrary domains.
